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The Stone Age was the earliest period of 
human history. It is called the Stone Age 
because the people made tools and weapons 
out of stone. The period began over two 
million years ago and was divided into the 
Old, Middle and New Stone Age.

People gradually began to make weapons 
out of metal, such as bronze, which saw the 
beginning of the Bronze Age. This was 
followed by the Iron Age when iron was 
increasingly used.
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In this section, 
you will learn 
about...

1. The different 
periods of 
prehistory.

2. The arrival of 
people in Britain.

3. The similarities 
and differences 
between 
neanderthals 
and modern 
humans. A Stone 

Age man.



Hunting for food
People in the Palaeolithic Age were hunter-gatherers. They only had basic weapons like 
wooden spears and stone axes. However, they worked as a team to hunt very large and 
fierce animals, including mammoths and boar. Animals were sometimes chased off cliffs or 
into bogs, so that they could be killed more easily. The people were also good at gathering 
plants, roots, seeds, fruit and nuts. Fish and shellfish were also a key part of their diet. 
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Cave Paintings, Carvings and Ornaments
Palaeolithic people moved with the herds and did 
not have permanent homes. So, they often dwelled 
in caves. Evidence of their lives in caves can still be 
found today by the paintings and carvings that were 
left behind on the walls and floors. 

Most of these cave paintings depict scenes of 
hunting and animals such as bison, horses and deer. Nobody 
knows if the paintings have a meaning or were purely for decoration. Palaeolithic Age 
people may have believed that their paintings brought good luck when hunting.
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CAPTION
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Cave people painting and sitting around a fire.

A prehistoric 
man painting 
a deer on a 
cave wall.

Did You Know?
Stone Age people painted with twigs, moss, fur and feathers.
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An illustration of 
the completed 
Stonehenge.
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The construction 
of Stonehenge.

Stonehenge was probably used for a 
number of different purposes. Early on, 
people used it to place the cremated 
remains of the dead. 

Some experts believe that it was used 
later as part of a funeral procession, 
before bodies were buried elsewhere.

Others think it was used for religious 
ceremonies to help heal the sick.



A lot of what we know about the Beaker culture 
comes from the discovery of a Bronze Age 
burial in 2002. A man’s body was found and he 
became known as the Amesbury Archer.

This burial tells us that Bronze Age people 
believed in the afterlife. The Amesbury Archer 
was buried with a number of objects carefully 
arranged around him, including bows and 
arrows, other weapons, gold ornaments and 
pots (all of which could be useful in the 
afterlife). It is believed that the Amesbury 
Archer came from the Swiss Alps and he was 
one of the first of the Beaker people to arrive in 
Britain, bringing the culture with him. 
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Archaeologists and Human Remains
Most Iron Age tribes did not bury their dead. However, the Romans wrote that human 
sacrifices were made to the gods. Archaeologists have discovered a number of human 
remains in peat bogs which support this idea:
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Clonycavan Man
In 2003, the top half of another man was 
discovered in Clonycavan in Ireland. Like the 
Lindow man, he also met a violent end, which could 
have been a human sacrifice. The body was so well 
preserved that the man still had ginger hair. This 
was styled using an Iron Age version of hair gel 
(made from plant oil and 
pine resin). The oil was 
imported from France 
and Spain and would 
have been expensive,
so the Clonycavan Man 
was probably wealthy!

Lindow Man
The top half of an Iron Age man was discovered in a peat bog in 
Lindow Moss in Cheshire. The body was so well preserved by 
the peat that scientists have worked out that he was in his mid 
20s and died 2,000 years ago. He would have been 5ft 8 inches 
tall. He had a neat beard and his hands were well manicured, 
which suggests he was wealthy.
The Lindow man met a gruesome end as he was strangled, 

knocked on the head and then pushed 
into the peat bog. Some experts 
believe that he may have been killed as 
part of a ceremonial sacrifice. Others 
think that he may have been a criminal 
and was executed for his crimes.
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Afterlife
Life After Death

Ancestors
A parent, grandparent, great-grandparent.. (etc).

Ancient
Something that belongs to the distant past.

Animal skins
The hide or outer skin of an animal.

Archaeologist
A person who examines ancient sites and objects to 
learn about the past.

Archaeology
The study of human life in the past, by studying 
ancient sites and objects.

Artefact
The remains of a hand made object or tool.

Axe
A hand tool used to cut things.

Barrow
A large mound of earth that may show the place 
where people are buried.

Bartering
Trading goods by swapping them (instead of paying 
with money).

BCE
Before the Common Era (i.e. before the birth of 
Jesus, about 2,000 years ago). The term ‘BC’ is also 
used, i.e. 500 BCE is the same as 500 BC.

Beaker Culture
A way of life during the Early Bronze Age in western 
Europe.

Beliefs
Something that is thought to be true by a community.

Blacksmith
A person who makes or repairs metal objects.

Bow and Arrow
A weapon that consists of a bow and arrows that can 
be shot from the bow.

Brochs
Iron Age stone towers, found only in Scotland.

Bronze
Metal made from copper and tin.

Bronze Age
The period of time when people learned to work 
metal. This was around 2500-800 BCE in Britain.

Burial Site
A sacred area used to bury the dead

Cannibals
People who eat other people.

Capstone
The top most stone of a man made structure.

Cauldron
A large metal cooking pot.

Causeway
A raised road or path that goes across water.

Cave
A natural hole or hollow in the earth.

CE
Common Era. The time since the birth of Jesus. The 
term ‘AD’ is also used, i.e. 750 CE is the same as 
750 AD.

Celts
Groups of people who lived in Europe over 2,000 
years ago.

Ceremony
A series of acts that are used to honour a special 
occasion.

Cernunnos
The Celtic god of fertility.

Chariot
A cart with wheels that was used in war.

Chieftain
The ruler of a clan.

Clan
A group of families.

Clay
A type of earth that is made into pots.
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Dancing / hunting men and women with a variety of animals.

From Magura Cave in Bulgaria.
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Stencilled outlines of human hands from

Cueva de las Manos (‘the Cave of Hands’) in Argentina.
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The beast stumbled into
our camp without warning.

It was my job to protect us all...
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The people in our 
group have many 

different jobs to do...
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Across
1. A burial chamber that was built underground,

beneath a mound.
5. Large animals that were related to modern

elephants.
9. A Celtic priest.

10. Trading goods by swapping them (instead of
paying with money).

11. A very hard stone that was used to make tools
and weapons.

12. People who hunt, fish and gather their food.
13. An Iron Age home that was built on stilts above

a lake.
14. A person who makes or repairs metal objects.

Down
2. Killing an animal (or person) as an offering to

the gods.
3. A loose top that covers the body and thighs.
4. A large mound of earth that may show the place

where people are buried.
6. Heating up rocks to extract the metals that are

contained within them.
7. From the time before written records.
8. The time when people first began to use iron.
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